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The Ally Factory
Program
Cultivating diversity champions in the workplace

Want to transform your
employees into strong allies?

Want to educate without
burdening employees
from marginalized
backgrounds?

Want to create brave
spaces for honest
conversations?

. . . the Ally Factory Program is your answer!
wunderkind.co
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Ally: Someone who uses their power to
advocate on behalf of someone who
otherwise would not have an equal
voice; someone who uses his/her/their
platform to help move the discussion of
diversity and inclusion forward.
Inclusion, Diversity, The New Workplace & The Will To Change, Jennifer Brown
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What is the Ally Factory Program?
The Ally Factory Program is a 5-week professional development pilot program designed to educate and empower
employees to become allies. The curriculum is broken into two groups to focus on racial and gender diversity,
making the Race Ally Factory, and the Gender Ally Factory. This pilot program was launched in September of 2020
in partnership with Wunderkind (formerly known as BounceX) and Tufts University’s Diversity & Inclusion
Leadership Masters program. This report is designed to support workplace leaders to implement their very own
Ally Factory Programs.
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The Need for Ally Factory Program
In the workplace

90%

73%

49%

of Black women and 81% of Latinas
disagree with 80% of their White
colleagues who report identifying as
being strong allies in the workplace
for them. 1

of women in 30+ sectors confirmed to
have leaned on men allies at some
point in their careers. 2

of Black women report their racial
and gender identity makes it harder
for upward mobility. 3

For every 100 men (any race)
promoted, only

Out of 86% of men in the workplace
dedicated to speaking up against
sexist behavior, only

50
women of color are promoted. 4

31%
feel confident to advocate when
witnessing a sexist act. 5

At Wunderkind, 56% of US full-time managers identify as male
and 80% identify as White. However, a value we reject in our
community is complacency, constantly driving us to continue
creating teams that reflect the diversity of New York City and
the world.

Despite the tech industry’s pledge to
inclusion, communities outside of
White males and Asian males continue
to remain low in representation,
retention, and upward mobility within
the tech industry. Especially technical
and sales roles.

1.

LeanIn.Org and SurveyMonkey’s 2020 Report: White employees see themselves as allies- but Black women and Latinas disagree

2.

Ellevate Network featured in Forbes’s No Matter What You Call Them, Allies Are Important

3.

LeanIn.Org and SurveyMonkey’s 2020 Report: White employees see themselves as allies- but Black women and Latinas disagree

4.

LeanIn.Org and SurveyMonkey’s 2020 Report: White employees see themselves as allies- but Black women and Latinas disagree

5.

Catalyst.org: Why Men Don’t Interrupt Sexism Work
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“Talking about uncomfortable topics
is a muscle. The thing that kills
progress is silence. Let’s get more
comfortable talking.”
Jack, Cis-Hetero White Male, Race Ally Factory Participant
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External Influences on the Ally
Factory Program
The Ally Factory Program was conceived before the global outbreak of Covid-19 and the series of
racial protests in the United States. Societal and company factors had significant impacts on the
structure and effectiveness of the program.
Covid-19 & Business Demands
In addition to the natural emotional stress of Covid-19, the pandemic caused layoffs to Wunderkind.
These staff changes impacted employees’ emotions because they lost colleagues they held strong
relationships with and received workload increases to cover the responsibilities of former
employees. A new goal for Wunderkind was to support the revenue bounce back of retail clients
harmed in the pandemic, not an easy task.
Socio-Political Impacts on Company Culture
Racial protests in response to the murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and many others
increased uncomfortable conversations about race in the workplace. As a result, the demand for
displaying allyship grew across all sectors, positively skewing the desire to participate in the Ally
Factory Program.
In a heightened racial climate, the Ally Factory Program simultaneously took place during the
controversial and spirited presidential election cycle. Program curriculum and meeting conversations
adapted to reflect the concerns and perspectives of the United State’s socio-political situation.
Past program inspirations
The following two programs provide evidence of a company’s success when investing in the
development of workplace allies. It is useful to learn more about:
•
White Male Task Force, Ted Childs, Former VP of Global Workforce Diversity at IBM
•
Better Man Conference

wunderkind.co
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The Ally Factory Program Design
Components of Critical Race Theory (CRT) and Intersectional Feminism (IF) were integrated into the
curriculum. This way the program could uplift the identities of the most oppressed intersections to
yield equity.
Action goals
1. Speak out against discrimination
2. Invite marginalized voices to decision-making rooms,
and promote and/or hire into leadership roles
3. Allow marginalized perspectives to lead in
conversations and strategies

All of the participants
were managers who
identified as Cis-Hetero
White Males to factor in
this specific
intersectional lived
experience.

Participants
Participants were nominated by the Senior Director of Diversity & Inclusion + Anonymous Committee of Employee
Resource Group (ERG) * Leaders + Tufts Diversity & Inclusion Graduate Student based on the below criteria:
•
Company influence
•
Employee Resource Group participation
•
Amount of direct reports
•
Past expressed desire to become more involved in D&I initiatives
•
History of little to no interaction or exposure to D&I initiatives
The Chief Business Officer, serving as the Ally Factory Program C-suite Representative, sent out an invite email
to participant nominees to join the program.
Participant nominees had the autonomy to:
•
Accept or decline group membership without explanation
Then as a confirmed participant, one could:
•
Attend or miss a meeting without explanation
•
Show their Zoom video
•
Leave a meeting at any time during the session and/or leave the program without explanation
•
Give feedback under full discretion and protection from repercussions

wunderkind.co
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The Curriculum
Week 1
Uncomfortable conversations
•
How to show up for colleagues who are struggling
from societal and occupational marginalization.
•
Who is an ally? Is it self-designated? Who can
designate someone as an ally? Why are the terms
ally and allyship different?
Week 2
Experiences of marginalized employees
•
Intersectional view to experiences of marginalized
women in the workplace (IF), Kimberlé Crenshaw, J.D.

Week 4
How to make the moral and business case for
allyship
•
Community Cultural Wealth Theory,
Dr. Tara J. Yosso, Ph.D.
•
Interest Convergence Theory (CRT),
Derrick Bell, J.D.
•
Positional Power vs Social Power.
Week 5
Create an accountable allyship plan
•
Promotion of recruiting, retaining, and supporting
upward mobility for focus populations.

Week 3
How privilege functions in the workplace and the
academia pipeline
•
Through lens of Whiteness is Property framework
(CRT), Cheryl Harris, J.D.

"This was the first time when my manager has exhibited
a sense of empathy and self awareness around how his
actions and comments could be perceived by his team.
Especially during a pandemic when people have varying
levels of anxiety around COVID and health concerns.
It was also the first time he's opened up about his own
struggles with his mental health. This is one of the
best responses he's had as a manager and in striving
to set a positive culture within the team. It's clear the
workshops have forced him to evaluate his own
behaviors and responses."
Anonymous, Latinx Woman, Direct Report of Gender Ally Factory Participant

wunderkind.co
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“In the midst of an evolving work
environment for underrepresented
groups with new and existing challenges
receiving fresh attention, the program
rapidly adapted. All participants
benefited from the Ally Factory
Program’s ability to foster conversation,
collaboration, and heightened
understanding of the problems relevant
to the moment and not just the ones
identified in the design of the workshop.
I greatly appreciated the program's
willingness to recognize the need for
candid and unscripted discussions.”
Nicolas, Cis-Hetero White Male, Race Ally Factory Participant

wunderkind.co
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2 Groups: Race (12 participants) & Gender (8 participants)
Each group aimed to consist of 10-12 participants. The two Ally Factory groups specifically focused on:
Race
•
Women of color

Gender
•
Women of color
•
Women with disabilities
•
Women living with chronic illness
•
Transgender women

Senior Director of D&I

Tufts D&I Graduate Intern: Lead Facilitator

Gender Ally Factory Co-Facilitator + Race Ally Factory Co-Facilitator

Features
•

Each 1 hour once a week.

•

Zoom video.

•

2 facilitators (the D&I Lead Facilitator + a current
employee as Co-Facilitator)- one of the facilitators
shares at least one of the same participant identities as
the group. One male facilitator for Gender Ally Factory
and one White facilitator for Race Ally Factory.
Co-Facilitators nominated by Senior Director of D&I
based on their past advocacy for diversity and
inclusion in the workplace.

Logistics
•
Send updates, content, and Zoom meeting link
on participant dedicated private Slack channel.
•
Meetings start with discussing pre-session
content or real-time societal + company culture
changes (15-20 mins).
•
Break Time (5 mins).
•
Introduce and discuss new terms (15-20 mins).
•
Revisit unaddressed participant questions or
remarks (5-7 mins).
•
Direct participants to fill out anonymous
session evaluation Google forms (3 mins).

Brave Spaces
The homogenous participant makeup structure promotes
honesty and reduces the need for perfection where
mistakes could make room for progress. Most importantly,
these brave spaces alleviate the burden of employees from
marginalized backgrounds to educate others about their
lived experiences and protect them from retaliation if they
upset a participant.

wunderkind.co
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Lessons Learned
There are many targets where the Ally Factory Program exceeded and other areas where improvement
is required. These are the collective findings from both Ally Factory groups, and with this information
other companies can implement their very own Ally Factory Programs.
Participant Satisfaction
•
•
•

•

Participants expressed desire for smaller groups (6-8 people) and more breakout conversations to
increase dialogue and opportunity for deeper learning.
Candid conversations about identity without fear of embarrassment.
Community building with other participants in sessions and participant Slack channel. Participants
frequently mentioned one of their favorite components of the program were interacting with others
with whom they shared similar experiences.
Participants appreciated the access to and analysis of internal and external diversity statistics.
This data was an agreeable learning tool and empowered participants to be more vocal on
inclusion issues.

Attendance
•
•
•
•

Avoid business peak seasons to increase meeting retention, observed as a challenge during Black
Friday and Cyber Monday.
Zoom allows for attendance globally (US + UK employees).
Make sure to match different time-zones in an amicable manner.
Facilitators to check on participants individually outside of sessions to increase meeting
excitement and retention.

Curriculum
•
•
•
•

wunderkind.co

Try to vary material with articles, podcasts, and videos for different learners. The program content was
mainly articles and excluded some learners.
Assess participant’s prior knowledge on diversity and inclusion. This can influence curriculum.
Quiz group on terms like intersectionality, privilege, bias, microaggressions, and interest convergence
throughout meetings so they do not forget terms.
Conduct end of session anonymous surveys and individual meetings with participants throughout the
program to measure comprehension and adjust curriculum as needed.
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Facilitators
•

•

When the Ally Factory Program was created, we hypothesized there would be benefits to the
effectiveness of facilitators if at least one facilitator shared the same focus identity as the group (male
facilitator for gender group and White facilitator for race irregardless of other intersecting identities ).
Specifically, the shared focus identity with the participants would make building trust easier and provide
allyship to a facilitator from a marginalized group if participants were combative.
As this proved true in both groups, an unforeseen outcome was the reaction of having the facilitator from a
marginalized group who was a different focus identity from participants (ex. Cis-Hetero Black Male in the
gender group). Participants reported feeling inspired and confident in their ally training
by directly learning about the facilitator’s lived experiences.

Strategy for Group Makeup
•
•

Helpful in the long term improvement of employee culture is to make 50% of the groups to be managers
from the company’s least racially and gender diverse teams.
An important way to do this is to make sure individual’s designing the program in their
company are aware of industry norms and internal company dynamics.

Adaptability
•
Make time in sessions to discuss real-time societal and company incidents as they come up.
•
Slack to share content and program updates.
•
Zoom can be used as an ample communication tool.
•
As the Ally Factory Program was successful in the race and gender categories, it is assumed the program
can adapt in the future to make it’s core focus different identity areas like sexual orientation, firstgeneration college graduate status, neurodiversity, etc. The race and gender group curriculums were
jointly successful because they both were composed of elements from Critical Race Theory and
Intersectional Feminism. Usage of these two theories is recommended for any future program regardless
if the focus identity is not race or gender.

wunderkind.co
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I M P O R TA N T

Crucial to have concrete conversations with company leadership and employee resource group
communities about agreeable pathways for allies post-program. This process was not as seamless
for the pilot.
When speaking with participants we also learned . . .
Participants appreciated community in the groups and want participant groups to be eclectic in
department representation. They felt that they have a group of people they can honestly relate
to and ask for support and encouragement to act as an ally in the future. 100% of participants want to
continue meeting as a group on a quarterly basis to catch up and discuss diversity issues.
100% of participants report:

1

2

Being more aware of
other’s struggles and ways
their privilege affects
their personal lives.

Appreciating the
emotional safety by
only having White men
in the room.

3

4

Enjoying a longer
program to have more
dialogue but not
decrease education.

Recommending this
program for employees
of all job levels.

“I will take the new skills I learned
from the Ally Factory Program into
my personal life.”
Anonymous, Cis-Hetero White Male, Gender Ally Factory Participant
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Glossary
Allyship- a lifelong process of building relationships based on trust, consistency, and accountability with
marginalized individuals and/or groups of people. 1
Brave space- a space that cultivates productive dialogue by encouraging participants to speak honestly and
critically from their own experience toward the end of mutual learning. 2
Cis-hetero- a comination of cisgender and heterosexual. Cisgender people are not transgender and their
gender identity matches with their sex assigned at birth. Heterosexual, otherwise known as straight is a person
who is primarily attracted to the opposite sex. 3
Community Cultural Wealth Theory- an array of knowledge, skills, abilities and contacts possessed and
utilized by non-White communities to survive and resit macro and micro-forms of oppression. This theory is
part of Critical Race Theory. 4
Critical Race Theory (CRT)- an intellectual movement stemming from Critical Legal Studies, which challenges
the ways in which race and racial power are constructed and represented in American legal culture and
American society as a whole. 5
Employee resource groups (ERGs)- any employee-led group with the purpose of supporting its members and
organizations by cultivating a diverse, inclusive workplace aligned with organizational mission, values, goals,
business practices, and objectives. 6
Equity- Not to be confused with “Equality” which means sameness, Equity is the notion that an oppressed
party might need to receive and experience different treatment (not equal) to a privileged party to maintain
fairness and access. 7
Interest Convergence Theory- the rights of Black people only advance when they converge with the interests
of White people. 8
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Intersectionality- how an individual's race, class, gender, and other identities intersect with one another and
overlap. This overlap specifically informs that individual’s lived experience. 9
Intersectional Feminism Theory (IF)- a way to view women as not only women, but persons who are women
with intersecting racial, class, sexual orientation, immigrant and other identities. Intersectional Feminism
Theory believes to uplift all women you must uplift the most oppressed intersections of women. 10
Microaggressions- brief, everyday exchanges that send denigrating messages to certain individuals because
of their group membership. 11
Positional Power- power granted by position or role of authority within an organization.
Social Power- power granted by societal privileges.
Whiteness is Property Framework- close relationship between the concepts of racial identity and property.
Analyses how the concept of Whiteness, originally a type of racial identity, has transformed into a form of
property recognized and protected in American law. 12
Women of color- women who are not White. Examples include Black women, Latinx or Latina women,
Indigenous women, Asian women, etc.

9.

Crenshaw, K. (1989). Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist
Policies. University of Chicago Legal Forum. 1989(1).

10.

Crenshaw,K. (1991). Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence against Women of Color. Stanford Law Review. 43(6), 1241-1299.

11.

Brown, J. (2016). Inclusion, Diversity, The New Workplace & The Will To Change. Publish Your Purpose Press.

12.

Harris. C., I. (1993). Whiteness As Property. Harvard Law Review. 106(8), 1707-1791.
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Final words from the Ally Factory Program Creator:

I truly believe the Ally Factory Program can inform
a new way to do Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
work. Making healthy change requires everyone
to do their part, especially those who possess
privilege. The program increased every
participants’ awareness, empathy, and problemsolving skills. Results such as these benefit an
employee’s leadership and interpersonal
relationships, and further uplifts the business.
More reason for you to start an Ally Factory
Program at your company, today.
Andre Xavier Herring
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